Haters
The Johnny Football Hierarchy of...

The 2014 NFL Draft is over, kids. It’s time to pick a side...
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rPaying for his So

Lovers

He loves all the children
of the world,
even cocky loudmouths,
and JFF loves Him too.

People Who Know Football

His Friends: Cooler than Yours

This guy wore a
Manziel jersey on
Draft Day.
Think about that.

This guy gave a
shout out to Manziel
in his song, Draft Day.

LSU fans love him when
he plays ‘Bama, but hate
him the rest of the
time even though
they beat him TWICE.

"I think when somebody's as instinctive as
[Manziel] is, and as fast as he is, and as athletic
as he is, and he's developing into a pretty good
passer -I do think he has an NFL future."
~ That Nick Saban
“He’s the most exciting player ever to play
college football. He’s a guy with an unbelievable
amount of talent. He’s got tremendous upside.
In the right system with the right coach,
he’ll continue to get better.”
~ Yessir! Coach Sumlin

Bromance at the BCS.
This guy knows a
thing or two about
what JFF is going through.

Unwashed &
Undecided

“Oh, please. I love Johnny Football. See, the
reason people won’t accept Johnny Football is
because Johnny Football has ghetto tendencies.
I love Johnny Football.”

Um, well, yeah... still Lovers
“I don’t know
if I’ll be too popular
for this … but I feel
like now everyone
hates him. He’s
quickly becoming
my favorite player
in college football.”
~ Joe Flacco... now, the thirdhighest paid player in the NFL
and still not too popular.
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Thought JFF would make
a great safety for the
Longhorns. Definitely
not QB material. For the first
time since 1937, no player
from UT was drafted. Ouch.

Sure, Mel Ass-wiper had
JFF in his Top 10 because
he didn’t have the balls to
admit to being a HATER. You
could hear his unrestrained glee
as Manziel dropped to No. 22.

Texas A&M had more
First Round draft picks (3)
than their entire former
conference (2). t.u. had zero (0).

It’s over. You won. Let it go.

If you’re gnashing your teeth about the

More Lovers: Legions of Fans

that JFF sets
,
you can kiss my white ass. It’s not his job
to raise your privileged spawn.
That’s your job. Be a fucking parent.

bad example

for the children

The Browns sold 1,500 season
tickets in the 12 hours after
taking Manziel with the
22th pick

~ Prime Time (yeah, I know, but still)

“He’s Elvis Presley.”
And ESPN saw an
8.0 rating when
your Cowboys
were on the clock.

(

gonna hate, even if
no one’s listening...

The Worldwide Leader had a
6.8 overnight rating - up 48%
from the 2013 draft. It beat the
NBA Blazers-Spurs and Heat-Nets
playoffs going on at the same time.
It beat the NHL playoffs. Cleveland
was the No. 1 TV market for Draft Day
with a 13.0 share. That’s crazy.

White People

Mercedes-Benz

traditional

liberal guilt-ridden Democrats
sanctimonious Republicans
Aggie fans start
subscribing to
DirecTV Sunday
Ticket. Roundtrips
from IAH > CLE for
the Browns / Texans
game on Nov 16
start at $325 for 6PM
departure (if the
Mizzou game starts
at 11A at Kyle Field)

If you’re torqued up about the fact
that he listens to rap music,
drives a
celebrates with a ca$h out
and doesn’t behave like a
(slow, tall, white, dull) quarterback,
maybe you should reexamine
family values, asshole.

your

Still More Lovers: The Ladies

Even Betty White likes Johnny Football!
The cast from Hot in Cleveland put together
a special “Welcome” message for JFF and
fellow Browns first-rounder Justin Gilbert!
Who do you think helped with those
ratings on Thursday? The Ladies, duh.

